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Sir John never ceased to rhapsodize about his wife and had
painted her portrait many times before. One such painting is in
the National Gallery and another in the Municipal Gallery. The
one commissioned for the currency notes had pride of place in
the office of the Currency Manager in the Central Bank in Foster
Place — where the writer saw it — before the Bank moved to its
new headquarters. No doubt it also has a place of honour there.
What could be more natural than that Sir John would want his
beautiful wife to appear on the notes of the new state?

Some sources have stated that Harrison, Waterlow's en-
graver, when commissioned to engrave the dies for the new
notes, adapted a previous portrait which Sir John had painted
of Hazel and which Harrison had previously engraved for a
series of bookplates in the early 1920s. This is refuted by the
Central Bank, which states emphatically that the portrait was
specially painted for the purpose.

At the time the commissioned portrait was painted Hazel
Lavery was almost 47 years old while the "Irish colleen" looks
like a girl in her twenties. Perhaps Sir John did an idealized
portrait based on a previous one as Hazel was at that age or
perhaps when she was 47 she really did look 20 years younger.

Mary Kenny, writing in the Sunday Independent of Oct. 31,
76, recounts an anecdote about her mother meeting Lady

Lavery coming off the mailboat in Dun Laoghaire in 1927:
"This exquisite woman appeared. Elegant and dark, dressed in
blue and pink, with pearls at the neck and pearl earrings. She
stood there, and opened her case for the Customs Officer, and
the perfume that came out of that suitcase, packed with silk
underwear, was just unforgettable. Her charm and elegance just
stopped everyone in their tracks. The Customs Officer regarded
the beautiful suitcase and inclined his head. 'That's all right,
Lady Lavery' he said, and she went on her way."

Hazel Lavery died in 1935. aged 54, of cancer. Sir John lived
to be 85, and died in 1941 in Rossennara House. Kilmoganny,
County Kilkenny.

Beginning in 1976 a new series of legal tender notes replaced
the ones on which the "Irish colleen" appeared, but the
haunting face of Hazel Lavery didn't disappear from the scene
altogether. Sir John Lavery's portrait of his beautiful wife has
now been adapted to form the distinctive watermark on the new
series of notes. She is, however, only a shadow of her former
self. ■

$ 50

COMPOUND INTEREST
TREASURY NOTE

An Incorrect Date

Gene Hessler

F OR those of us who are interested in uncovering the
circumstances that relate to the issuance of all types of
fiscal paper, there is a phenomenon that we experience
more

often than not. During the investigation of a subject, invariably a
topic of equal, similar or contrasting interest will come to our
attention.

While looking for something else in the index of The New
York Times for the year 1885, I stumbled on the subject that will
follow. The article will give all the necessary background.

A MISTAKE IN THE DATE

ANNOYING THE OLDER TREASURY OFFICIALS.

AN IRREGULARITY FOUND IN PRINTING THE
COMPOUND INTEREST NOTES —

WASHINGTON, July 7. — Some of the older Treasury
officials are much annoyed at the discovery just made that a
number of fifty-dollar compound interest notes issued in
1864, and recently redeemed, bear upon their face the
wrong date of the act under which they were issued. This is
also the case with a lot of ten-forty coupons issued the same
year, which are now found to be dated a year in advance of
their enabling act.

In passing upon the accounts and vouchers of the United
States Treasurer the First Auditor's office discovered a
compound interest note already canceled which from its
general appearance created the suspicion that it might be
counterfeit. The suspected note, with a few genuine ones,
was sent to the Bureau of Printing and Engraving for expert
opinion. They were all pronounced good, but attention was
called to the fact that the date of the act authorizing their
issue had evidently been changed on the plate. This caused
First Auditor Chenowith to hunt after the act referred to, but
he could not find it in the Congressional Globe on the date
indicated, July 2, 1864. Further search among redeemed
compound interest notes showed that some were apparently
authorized June 30, 1884, and some July 3, 1864. In the
Congressional Record of July 2 was found an act passed
June 30, but nothing subsequent to that in the way of
amendment rewarded the closest search. Secretary Manning
could tell nothing about it, neither could Treasurer Jordan.
Finally when all the officials got together the conclusion was
reached that there was nothing fraudulent in the matter.

This appears to be a misprint. The other authorizing act was
passed on 3 March 1863.
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Whoever had issued the order for the engraving of the com-
pound interest note plate had read the law passed June 30,
1864, in the Record of July 2, 1864, and had taken it for
granted the act was passed on the date under which it was
printed. Then employes who had been in the department
during the war remembered that this error had been
discovered in a few days and that orders were given to
change the date on the plate. In all these years nothing had
occurred to call close attention to the notes and the cir-
cumstance was forgotten.

The First Auditor was certain at first that a grand steal had
been unearthed, but now that it is satisfactorily explained he
thinks that the circumstance is evidence of the condition of
things at the seat of Federal Government during the last year
of the war. The discovery has set the clerks in the department
rummaging through a lot of old redeemed war issues. They
have found that the date of the enabling act of the ten-forty
coupons was printed March 3. 1863, when it should have
been 1864. Other errors of this kind will probably be found,
now that everybody's attention is directed to dates. Con-
troller Cannon does not think there is anything surprising in
these cases, considering the time and circumstances under
which the money was issued.

On 14 July there was an article that reconfirmed many of the
statements in the earlier one. Controller [sic] Durham decided
that the note was genuine, issued under and by virtue of the Act
of 30 June 1864. He went on to say that "the note conforms in
every particular to the requirements of said act : that it was un-
necessary to inscribe on the note the date of the act under which
it was issued ; that the inscription on the note, 'July 2, 1864..
was done through mistake."

"The Controller [sic] cites several decisions of the Supreme
Court to sustain his decision." He estimated that about
$15.000,000 of the erroneously dated notes were issued. and
approximately $10,000 were outstanding at the time.

Upon reading, or hearing about the mistake in printing, most
citizens, at that time, were probably anxious to redeem the "er-
ror" notes. If such a mistake occurred today, collectors would be
searching for the notes, even willing to pay a premium to get
one. And, if one is uncovered, a premium over and above the
collector value will be paid.

To the best of my knowledge I have never heard of an existing
note of this type with the incorrect date. So, unless examples are
brought forward, we can assume that most, if not all $10,000
was redeemed. ■

A $50 compound interest bearing treasury note with the authorized
date of June 30th. 1864. The portrait of Alexander Hamilton was

engraved by Owen G. Hanks. The vignette on the left is entitled Loyal-

ty, it was engraved by Charles Burt.

Chidester Stage	 (continued from p . 5)

Old stage coach and railroad passes dated in the 1880s were
found in a dresser drawer in the Chidester home. Many other
stage coach lines in the west, and even some railroads, sent
passes to Chidester in exchange for his pass. These very in-
teresting records of these old lines include one from the Western
Stage Company, operating in thirteen western states and ter-
ritories. Others were from the North Louisiana Stage Company ;
the steam ferryboat "John Overton" connecting Hopefield,

Arkansas, with Memphis ; the Great Western Railroad the
Vicksburg. Shreveport and Pacific Railroad ; and one of his own
passes, "Arkansas, Texas and Pacific Mail Co., Camden.
Arkansas."

(Pictures of these historic old passes will be found in the book "Arkansas
Obsolete Notes and Scrip" to be published in June 1985.)
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